916.768.0098
taymaueltzen.com
tay.ueltzen@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/taymaueltzen

PROGRAMS & SKILLS

EXPERIENCE

ADVANCED
InDesign

FREELANCE | Graphic Designer
Fair Oaks, CA–Denver, CO from 1/2016–present

Illustrator

Working on a variety of small scale projects for the community. Projects include

Photography

logos and branding, signage, websites, invitations, calendars, posters, and

Bridge

apparel design. Communicated with clients to determine their specific needs,

Microsoft Office

worked independently on fast deadlines and delivered final products to clients

Keynote

ready for print, web, or other usage.

Google Docs
PROFICIENT

ENYART FORGE & FABRICATION | Part-time
Denver, CO from 4/2017–present

Typography

Worked on custom documents for company usage. Created a multi-state

Photoshop

marketing campaign for work bids. Updated and kept track of project time lines

PowerPoint

for each employee. Organized shop products, designed a system for storage,and

Video Editing

created an insurance Google doc for large and small equipment. Hand patinaed,

Freehand drawing

scoured, and waxed metal pieces.

Screen printing
Color Theory

EDUCATION

CREATIVEBUG | Freelance Graphic Designer
San Francisco, CA from 4/2014–5/2015
Prepared multi-page instructional documents for online creative based classes.
Organized typographic and photographic content. Designed layout templates

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY CHICO

for large scale, multi-page, printable designs. Worked remotely with fast-paced

Chico, Ca from 8/2011–5/2015

deadlines.

Bachelor of Arts in Communication Design
CSU SUMMER ARTS WORKSHOP

COMMUNICATION DESIGN ASSOCIATES (CDA) | Graphic Design Intern
Chico, CA from 8/2013–5/2015

Monterey, Ca from 6/2014–7/2014

Created design work including branding identity, logos, brochures, mailers,

Photography, Typography and Color Theory

and posters for clients. Collaborated with fellow student interns under the

SIERRA COLLEGE

advisement of an art director. Highly involved in client meetings, ideation,
process work and the production of final pieces for print and delivery to client.

Rocklin, Ca from 8/2009–5/2011

INTERESTS
Backpacking

MEMBERSHIPS
AIGA
2012–2015 | Chico Chapter Treasurer 2014–2015

Comedy shows
Water Polo

MADD

Musical theatre

2005–2018

Cake decorating
Open water swimming
Dinosaurs

Portfolio and references available upon request.

